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DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT REPORT 

Application No. DA/2023/1000 
Address 344 Marrickville Road MARRICKVILLE  NSW  2204 
Proposal Removal of three (3) trees and pruning of sixteen (16) trees 

on a heritage listed site. 
Date of Lodgement 27 November 2023 
Applicant Trustees of The Passionist Fathers 
Owner Trustees Of The Passionist Fathers St Brigids Church 

Trust 
Number of Submissions 0 
Value of works $20,000.00 
Reason for determination at 
Planning Panel 

Pruning/removal of trees on heritage item whose listing 
includes “grounds”. 

Main Issues N/A 
Recommendation Approved with Conditions  
Attachment A Recommended conditions of consent  
Attachment B Site Plan and Images 
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1. Executive Summary 
 
This report is an assessment of the application submitted to Council for removal of three trees 
and pruning of sixteen trees at 344 Marrickville Road Marrickville. 
 
The application was notified to surrounding properties and no submissions were received in 
response to the notification. 
 
The proposal generally complies with the applicable planning controls. The proposal will not 
result in any significant impacts on the streetscape or the amenity of the adjoining properties, 
subject to conditions of consent. 
 
The application is considered suitable for approval subject to the imposition of appropriate 
conditions. 
 
 
2. Proposal 
 
The application seeks development consent for tree pruning/removal.  
 
Specifically, the application seeks to remove three (3) and prune sixteen (16) Phoenix spp. 
(date palm species) trees from within the site as shown in Figure 3 below. 
 
 

 
Figure 2 – Aerial Imagery 
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Figure 3 – Tree Location Plan 

   
Figure 4 and 5 – Tree 1 to 5 

 

   
Figure 6 and 7 – Tree 5 to 12 
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Figure 8 – Tree 13 to 19 

 
 
3. Site Description 
 
The subject site is located on the southern side of Marrickville Road, at the intersection of 
Livingstone Road. The site consists of three (3) allotments, is generally rectangular – shaped 
with a total area of approximately 16,300 sqm and is legally described as Lot 1 in DP 9223, 
Lot 2 in DP 1076579 and Lot 3 in DP 1076759. 
 
The site has a frontage to Marrickville Road of 87.5 metres and a secondary frontage of 
approximately 172.5 metres to Livingstone Road.   
 
The site consists of numerous buildings of different sizes, most noticeably the St Brigid 
Catholic Church, monuments and associated landscaping. The adjoining properties support 
various type of structures, including single storey dwelling houses, public library and one/two 
storey retail buildings. 
 
The subject site is listed as a locally listed heritage item, known as “St Brigid’s Church, Hall, 
Monastery, Shrine and grounds, including interiors” (Item No. I1268). The property is also 
located within the Civic Precinct Heritage Conservation Area (HCA).  
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Figure 9 – IWLEP zoning map 

 
Subject site 
R2 – Low Density Residential 
SP2 – Infrastructure 
R1 – Low Density Residential  
E1 – Local Centre 

 
 
 
 
4. Background 
 
4(a)  Site history  
 
The following outlines the relevant development history of the subject site and any relevant 
applications on surrounding properties.  
 
Subject Site 
 
Application Proposal Decision & Date 
TREE/2020/0004 Tree Removal Application Approved 02/03/2020 
MW200600007 Demolition of a statue and landscaping 

in church grounds 
Approved 09/02/2006 
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4(b) Application history  
 
The following table outlines the relevant history of the subject application.  
 
Date Discussion / Letter / Additional Information  
27 November 2023 Application lodged with Council.  
19 January 2024 Applicant provided a Tree Health and Condition Report. 
19 January 2024 Applicant confirmed the subject application relates to the 19 palm 

trees only. 
 
 
5. Assessment 
 
The following is a summary of the assessment of the application in accordance with Section 
4.15 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EPA Act 1979).  
 
5(a) Environmental Planning Instruments 
 
The application has been assessed against the relevant Environmental Planning Instruments 
listed below: 
 

• State Environmental Planning Policy (Resilience and Hazards) 2021 
• State Environmental Planning Policy (Biodiversity and Conservation) 2021 

 
The following provides further discussion of the relevant issues:  
 
5(a)(i) State Environmental Planning Policy (Resilience and Hazards) 2021 

 
Chapter 4 Remediation of land 
 
Section 4.16 (1) of the SEPP requires the consent authority not consent to the carrying out of 
any development on land unless: 
 
“(a) it has considered whether the land is contaminated, and 
(b) if the land is contaminated, it is satisfied that the land is suitable in its contaminated state 
(or will be suitable, after remediation) for the purpose for which the development is proposed 
to be carried out, and 
(c) if the land requires remediation to be made suitable for the purpose for which the 
development is proposed to be carried out, it is satisfied that the land will be remediated before 
the land is used for that purpose.” 
 
In considering the above, there is no evidence of contamination on the site.  
 
There is also no indication of uses listed in Table 1 of the contaminated land planning 
guidelines within Council’s records. The land will be suitable for the proposed use as there is 
no indication of contamination.  
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5(a)(i) State Environmental Planning Policy (Biodiversity and Conservation) 2021 

 
Chapter 2 Vegetation in non-rural areas  
 

The protection/removal of vegetation identified under the SEPP and gives effect to the local 
tree preservation provisions of Council’s DCP. 

The application seeks the pruning/removal of vegetation from within the site. The application 
was assessed in reference to relevant planning provisions and identified the following: 

• The subject trees are located within the front/side setbacks of the subject property. 
• The application includes nineteen (19) date palm species, of which three (3) trees are 

dead/dying. The remaining trees are being proposed to be pruned. 
• It is observed that this tree species is susceptible to a fungal disease called Fusarium 

oxysporum (fusarium wilt).  
• No objection is raised to the removal of the three (3) dying/dead trees which may be 

replaced. The remaining trees may be pruned. 
• Conditions have been recommended to establish whether trees have been infected 

with fusarium wilt and for three (3) replacement date palms to be planted. If infection 
is found, a suitable alternative tree species will need to be planted subject to Council’s 
approval.  

Overall, the proposal is considered acceptable with regard to the SEPP and Part 2.20 of 
Marrickville Development Control Plan (MDCP) 2011 subject to the imposition of conditions, 
which have been included in the recommendation of this report.  

5(a)(ii) Inner West Local Environmental Plan 2022 (IWLEP 2022)  

 
The application was assessed against the following relevant sections of the Inner West Local 
Environmental Plan 2022: 
 

• Section 1.2 - Aims of Plan 
• Section 2.3 - Land Use Table and Zone Objectives 
• Section 2.7 – Demolition requires development consent  
• Section 5.10 – Heritage conservation 

 
Section 1.2 – Aims of the plan 
 
The proposal achieves the aims of the plan as it seeks: 

• To conserve and maintain the natural, built and cultural heritage of Inner West 
• To prevent adverse social, economic and environmental impacts on the local character 

of Inner West 
 
Section 2.3 – Land Use Table and Zone Objectives  
 
The site is zoned RE2 Private Recreation under the IWLEP 2022. The application seeks 
consent for removal and pruning of trees.   
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The development is consistent with the objectives of the RE2 zone as follows: 
• To enable land to be used for private open space or recreational purposes. 

• To protect and enhance the natural environment for recreational purposes. 

 
The proposal will continue to provide for public facilities and services that caters to the needs 
of the community.  
 
Section 2.7 – Demolition requires development consent  
 
The proposal satisfies this section as follows: 

• Demolition works are proposed, which are permissible with consent; and  
• Standard conditions are recommended to manage impacts which may arise during 

demolition. 
 
Section 5.10 – Heritage Conservation  
 
The subject site is a listed heritage item, namely ‘St Brigid’s Church, Hall, Monastery, Shrine 
and grounds, including interiors’ (Item No. I1268). 
 
The proposal responds to the significance of the conservation area and preserves contributory 
elements and fabric of the existing heritage listed buildings. 
  
An assessment of the proposed works in reference to Section 5.10 and relevant planning 
provisions under MDCP 2011 has identified the following matters:  
 

• The pruning of the trees will have minimal impact on the heritage item, or the Civic 
Precinct HCA.  

• Whilst it is likely that these trees are original plantings, there have been various 
changes to the original landscaping.  

• Proposed removal is supported as it has been demonstrated that the trees are not 
viable for retention.  

 
Given the above, the development preserves the environmental heritage of the Inner West. 
 
5(b) Development Control Plans 
 
The application has been assessed and the following provides a summary of the relevant 
provisions of Marrickville Development Control Plan 2011.  
 
MDCP 2011  Compliance 

Part 2.20 – Tree Management  Yes  
Part 8 – Heritage  Yes  
Part 9 – Strategic Context Yes  

 
 
The following provides discussion of the relevant issues: 
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Part 2.20 – Tree Management 
 
Part 2.20 stipulates the following objectives with respect to protection and management of 
trees within the Inner West LGA: 
 

O4 To manage the urban landscape so trees continue to make a significant 
contribution to its quality, character, and amenity. 

O5 To maintain and enhance the amenity of the Inner West Local Government Area 
through the preservation of appropriate trees and vegetation. 

 
Comment: The proposal is considered acceptable with regard to the relevant provisions of this 
Part, in accordance with the State Environmental Planning Policy (Biodiversity and 
Conservation) discussion above.  
 
Part 8 – Heritage  
 
Part 8 sets out objectives for works to heritage items: 
 

O1 To conserve heritage items and maintain appropriate setting and views. 
O3 To provide guidelines for alterations and additions which complement and do not 

detract from the heritage significance of individually listed heritage items, HCAs 
and period buildings. 

 
Comment: Whilst the subject trees form a part of and contribute to the setting of the item, no 
objection is raised to the removal of the three (3) dying trees. Sixteen (16) date palms will be 
retained and three (3) replacement date palms (or another suitable species) are required to 
be planted as per the recommended conditions of consent.  
 
Part 9 – Strategic Context 
 
The proposed development satisfies the relevant provisions of this Part as it maintains subject 
site’s function and addresses the town centre character along Marrickville and Livingstone 
Road.  
 
5(c) The Likely Impacts 
 
The assessment of the Development Application demonstrates that, subject to the 
recommended conditions, the proposal will have minimal impact in the locality. 
 
5(d)  The suitability of the site for the development 
 

Provided that any adverse effects on adjoining properties are minimised, this site is considered 
suitable to accommodate the proposed development, and this has been demonstrated in the 
assessment of the application. 
 
5(e)  Any submissions 
 
The application was notified in accordance with the Community Engagement Framework for 
a period of 35 days to surrounding properties (NB: The public exhibition period was extended 
due to public holidays and Christmas period).  
 
No submissions were received in response to the notification. 
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5(f)  The Public Interest 
 
The public interest is best served by the consistent application of the requirements of the 
relevant Environmental Planning Instruments, and by Council ensuring that any adverse 
effects on the surrounding area and the environment are appropriately managed.  
 
The proposal is not contrary to the public interest. 
 
 
6 Referrals 
 
6(a) Internal 
 
The application was referred to the following internal sections/officers and issues raised in 
those referrals have been discussed in section 5 above. 
 

• Heritage 
• Urban Forest 

 
 
7. Section 7.11 Contributions/7.12 Levy  
 
Section 7.11 contributions/7.12 levies are not payable for the proposal as the carrying out of 
the development would not result in an increased demand for public amenities and public 
services within the area.  
 
 
8. Conclusion 
 
The proposal generally complies with the aims, objectives and design parameters contained 
in Inner West Local Environmental Plan 2022 and Marrickville Development Control Plan 
2011.  
 
The development will not result in any significant impacts on the amenity of the adjoining 
premises/properties and the streetscape and is considered to be in the public interest.  
 
The application is considered suitable for approval subject to the imposition of appropriate 
conditions. 
 
 
9. Recommendation 
 
A.  That the Inner West Local Planning Panel exercising the functions of the Council as 

the consent authority, pursuant to s4.16 of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979, grant consent to Development Application No. DA/2023/1000 
for removal of three trees and pruning of sixteen trees on heritage item at 344 
Marrickville Road, MARRICKVILLE subject to the conditions listed in Attachment A 
below.  
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Attachment A – Recommended conditions of consent
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Attachment B – Site Plan and Images
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